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The department of English has a well equipped language laboratory which conducts variety of
student enrichment programs. The language lab has been set in the department of English where students

can learn to speak and write in English language with the help of computer, software, headphones etc.

The language lab is optimally used to enhance their English listening, speaking, reading and writing skill.

To make students competent in the basics of language and grammar students are given intensive

training in language through the variety of activities installed on the computer. Following activities were

conducted by language lab-

Sr. No. Activities Conducted No. of students participated

I Introduction to Phonetics - Speech sound -
Vowels and Consonants

t9
2 To solve task based on descriptions,

narrations, giving directions, sequence of
tense etc

J Arrangement of guided study session

4 To introduce lab intonation and Common
Errors in Pronunciation

5 Activities for neutralization of Mother
tongue influence and Conversation practice

6 Information Transfer - Oral Presentation
Skills
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The department of English has a well equipped language laboratory which conducts variety of

student enrichment programs. The language lab has been set in the department of English where students

can leam to speak and write in English language with the help of computer, software, headphones etc.

Laboratory proves beneficial for all students especially for those students who are poor in use of English

language to enhance their language skills.

To make an efficient use of the language lab the department has designed language training

activities that aim at the betterment of the English language usage of students. Students are given

intensive training in language through the variety of activities installed on the computer. Following

activities were conducted by language lab-
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Sr. No. Activities Conducted No. of students benefited

1 Arrangement of guided study session

))

2 To introduce lab intonation and Common Errors in

Pronunciation
a
J To provide students with recording technology to improve

their pronunciation and speafu
4 To provide content with a range of Accents to introduce

students to American, English, Irish, Australian, Scottish

and various other tYPes ofaccents

5 To assign transcription assignments

6 Reading skills activities:
1. Reading rhymes- proverbs- passages on various

topics of interest- newspaper reading- Anecdotes-

stories- manuals etc.

2. Reading of individual sentence with articulation,

Dronunciation,
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The language lab is an audio-visual installation used in modern teaching methods to learn the

foreign language. The department of English has a well equipped language laboratory which conducts

variety of student enrichment programs. The language lab has been set in the department of English

where students can learn to speak and write in English language with the help of computer, software,

headphones etc. Laboratory proves beneficial for all students especially for those students who are poor in

use of English language to enhance their language skills.

To make an efficient use of the language lab the department has designed language training

activities that aim at the betterment of the English language usage of students. Students, ten each are

taken to the lab during free hours and lecture hours whenever necessary. They are given intensive training

in language through the variety of activities installed on the computer. Following activities were

conducted by language lab-

Sr. No. Activities Conducted No. of students particiPated

1 To provide content with a range

of Accents to introduce students

to American, English, Irish,
Australian, Scottish and various
othertypes ofaccents

18

2 To assign transcription
assignments

J Arangement of guided studY

session

4 To introduce lab intonation and

Common Errors in Pronunciation

5 Activities for neutralization of
Mother tongue influence and

Conversation practice

6 Speaking Skill activities :

Self introduction, introducing
one self, one's family, friends,

relatives- welcome address, vote
ofthanks
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The language lab is an audio-visual installation used in modern teaching methods to learn the

foreign language. The department of English has a well equipped language laboratory which conducts

variety of student enrichment programs. The language lab has been set in the department of English

where students can learn to speak and write in English language with the help of computer, software,

headphones etc. Laboratory proves beneficial for all students especially for those students who are poor in

use of English language to enhance their language skills.

To make an efficient use of the language lab the department has designed language training

activities that aim at the betterment of the English language usage of students. Students, ten each are

taken to the lab during free hours and lecture hours whenever necessary. They are given intensive training

in language through the variety of activities installed on the computer. Following activities were

conducted by language lab-
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Sr. No. Activities Conducted No. of students benefited

1 Arranqement of suided study session

20

2 To orovide learning content to individual student
a
J To solve various task with the help of language lab

software
4 To provide students with recording technology to improve

their pronunciation and speaking skills

5 To provide content with a range of Accents to introduce

students to American, English, Irish, Australian, Scottish

and various other Epes of accents

6 To assign transcription assignments

7 Reading skills activities:
1. Reading rhymes- proverbs- passages on various

topics of interest- newspaper reading- Anecdotes-

stories- manuals etc.

2. Reading of individual sentence with articulation,
oronunciation,
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